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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Commentary on “Three-Way ROCs for Forensic Decision Making” by Nicholas Scurich
and Richard S. John (in: Statistics and Public Policy)

Alex Biedermanna and Kyriakos N. Kotsogloub

aSchool of Criminal Justice, University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland; bSchool of Law, University of Northumbria, Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK

Dear Editor,
In their recent article, Scurich and John (hereinafter SJ)

(2023) discuss methods for evaluating the performance of foren-
sic examiners based on ideas previously presented in Dror and
Scurich (2020). We are writing to reiterate our concern that the
analyses presented by SJ (2023) promote illogical and retrograde
thinking in forensic science and thus constitute an obstacle to
long-awaited fundamental progress in the field (Biedermann
and Kotsoglou 2021). Specifically, as we will briefly outline
below, SJ (2023) use convoluted terminology, make assumptions
that are known to be incorrect, and rely on a reporting format
that is ubiquitous but that has long since been exposed as
unscientific.

As regards terminology, SJ (2023) and others before them
(e.g., Smith and Neal 2021) use the terms “matching” and “non-
matching” to denote propositions representing ground truth
states. In the present context, ground truth means whether a
pair of compared items (e.g., material from a crime scene and
a sample from a known source) come from the same source or
from different sources, respectively. However, this is not how
the terms “matching” and “non-matching” are used in forensic
science. As explained by Evett et al. (2017), a match refers to
a descriptive summary of the findings, that is “a judgement,
by the scientist, as to whether or not the two sets of obser-
vations agree within the range of what would be expected if
the questioned sample had come from the same origin as the
reference sample” (Evett et al. 2017, at p. 18, emphasis added).
Here, the highlighted “if ” shows that a (non-)match is dis-
tinct from and conditioned by ground truth, not the reverse.
This is not just semantic pedantry. Using terminology reserved
for describing observations, to denote propositions, as is done
in SJ (2023), is highly problematic because findings (observa-
tions) are not the same as propositions. The two should not
be confused. More specifically, when an examiner describes
observations made during a comparison between two items in
terms of a match, this does not logically imply or authorize
anyone to conclude, without further consideration, that the
items compared are from the same source. But the problems do
not end there. Even if SJ (2023) had used the terms “matching”
and “non-matching” to denote findings, this would have been
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inappropriate in that findings in forensic science comparisons,
especially in the so-called pattern-based disciplines, are not
discrete, as the terms “matching” and “non-matching” might
suggest (Aitken, Taroni, and Bozza 2020). Instead, they are con-
tinuously valued. For this reason, as explained in detail in Mor-
rison et al. (2017), the terms “matching” and “non-matching”
should no longer be used. As an aside, it is unsound to describe
the process of drawing conclusions in forensic comparisons
as “decision making” because, as decision-theoretic analysis
shows (e.g., Biedermann and Vuille 2018; Cole and Biedermann
2020; Taroni, Bozza, and Biedermann 2021), forensic examiners
are not in a position to make “decisions” except at the cost
of becoming unscientific (Kotsoglou and Biedermann 2022;
Stoney 2012).

There is a further instance where SJ (2023) carry a descriptor
for findings over to a ground truth state, but in a way that raises
fundamental conceptual issues that undermine the rationality
of the analyses proposed by the authors. In fact, one of the
key assumptions made by SJ (2023) is that the category of
results termed “inconclusive” could serve as a ground truth
state, thus enabling a three-way ROC. As an analogy, SJ
(2023) mention medical applications, such as when “deciding
whether a film displays malignant lesions, benign lesions, or
no lesions.” Clearly, the latter categories of medical conditions
denote real(istic) ground truth states, but this cannot serve
as an analogy in the way suggested by SJ (2023). Why not?
In forensic science comparison contexts, there are simply no
ground truth states other than “same source” and “different
sources.” To claim or suggest otherwise would violate the
principle of the excluded middle (Biedermann and Kotsoglou
2021). But even if one were to adopt such a conceptually flawed
mindset, by making assumptions known to be incorrect, the
practical application is far from obvious (see e.g., Arkes and
Koehler 2022 for a critical discussion). It would just shift the
problem to a new one. For all of these reasons, we disagree
with the view of SJ (2023) that the three-way ROC “approach
is (...) appropriate for other forensic domains that permit
inconclusive decisions.” Instead, we argue that it is inappropriate
across all domains where the term “inconclusive” is being
used.
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Furthermore, the analyses in SJ (2023) amount to an attempt
to treat a symptom, rather than the root cause. Here, the
symptom is the problem of how to summarize “inconclusive”
statements made by examiners during feature-comparison
work. The root cause is the traditional reporting scheme,
in which forensic examiners directly express opinions about
ground truth conditions. The most prominent conclusion
category of this reporting scheme is the source attribution
determination (SAD), also known as identification or indi-
vidualization. This is the assertion that two compared items
come from the same source. This reporting scheme has
already been exposed as unscientific (Saks and Koehler 2005)
because of the exaggerations and overstatements to which it
amounts. Therefore, rather than trying to handle a consequence
of this reporting scheme, that is, the conclusion category
“inconclusive,” it would make more sense to abandon the
reporting scheme altogether in favor of a methodologically
more defensible reporting format that focuses on assessing
and reporting the value of findings only (e.g., Morrison
et al. 2017; Morrison 2022; Koehler, Mnookin, and Saks
2023). Such statements about the value of evidence avoid
scientifically unfounded, indeed forbidden, opinions about
(source) propositions. Progress toward this post-identification
era will be hampered, however, as long as we continue to see, and
tolerate, studies that opt for the traditional reporting scheme
of “identification – inconclusive – exclusion” as the object
of study. These studies may cover themselves superficially in
scientificity, but beneath the surface they violate fundamental
methodological principles, including the metaphysical substrate
of the empirical sciences (Biedermann 2022). To conclude on
a positive note, the analyses proposed by SJ (2023), through
their need to resort to assumptions that openly violate logical
principles, do have value in the sense that they provide us with
yet another argument in support of the call to abandon the
traditional reporting format of “identification – inconclusive –
exclusion.”
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